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Philosophy for Children

Philosophy for Children: a program aimed at improving children’s critical 
thinking skills, which helps build the foundation of information literacy

The word ‘philosophy’ can be a conversation killer since philosophy is often 
thought of as too abstract and difficult for children to do



Philosophy for Children

In fact, Jean Piaget (1933) argued that children under the age of 12 were not 
cognitively developed enough to engage in philosophical thinking

But more recent research suggests that Piaget’s account seriously 
underestimates children’s cognitive abilities (Astington, 1993; Gopnik et al., 
1999; Gopnik, 2009)



Children Have Some Big Questions

Spending time around children reveals just how philosophical and contemplative 
they can be

Philosopher Gareth Matthews (1980) collected anecdotal evidence of just how 
insightful questions posed by children can be





Children are Philosophical

As illustrated by the example of TIM, children can understand profound 
epistemological problems without having any idea about who Rene Descartes 
was or what skepticism or foundationalism means.

And that’s precisely the approach to critical thinking the philosophy for children 
program takes

● the underlying belief is that human beings are naturally philosophical 
and that even in childhood, our minds ponder philosophically interesting 
questions, which, in turn, promotes the development of critical thinking 
skills.



What Makes a Question Philosophical?

That’s actually a philosophical question in itself!

● It falls under the philosophy of philosophy (that’s a real thing!)

Since this is an open question, what we propose to do is to model the core 
activity of the philosophy for children program by having you collaboratively 
answer that question for yourselves



What Makes a Question Philosophical?



The Institute for Advancement of 
Philosophy for Children (IAPC)

The educational movement known as Philosophy for Children began in the 
1970s with the publication of Matthew Lipman’s book titled Harry Stottlemeier’s 
Discovery (1974)

● this was a philosophical novel for children that explored the nature of 
language and logic



IAPC

The novel was introduced into the Montclair Public School System in New Jersey 
and by the mid-1970s, the Institute for the Advancement of Philosophy for 
Children was formally in place at Montclair State University

The media picked up on reports of significant improvements in the reading and 
critical thinking skills of middle school children for whom the book was designed



Matthew Lipman

Lipman went on to write other philosophical novels (along with accompanying 
teacher resources) appropriate for the entire K-12 curriculum

In fact, the Philosophy for Children Alberta (which is an affiliate the IAPC) 
produced curriculum matching resources for all of Lipman’s books

● the resources match curriculum outcomes for English/LA; Science and 
Math; Social Studies; Information and Communication Technologies; 
Health and Life Skills; and Ethics

● so the critical thinking skills involved here cut across the entire 
curriculum



Curriculum Matching Guides



Going Beyond Lipman’s Novels

Lipman’s novels aren’t the only way to make use of this method of developing 
critical thinking skills. In fact, the method has been adapted in a number of 
different ways

● Eurekamp!
● The Philosophy for Seniors Program
● The Wartenberg Method



https://vimeo.com/85884408







How does this connect to information literacy?

Defined by ACRL (2000) as:

"A set of abilities requiring individuals to recognize when information is 
needed and have the ability to locate, evaluate, and use effectively the 
needed information."

Enhances the critical thinking and information literacy skill set

● Sort through information sets from various sources and distinguish what is 
accurate, relevant information 



How does this connect to information literacy?

By developing information literacy skills, this allows for the establishment of a critical 
consciousness (Elmborg, 2006)

According to the ACRL (2000), an individual is information literate when they can:

● Determine the extent of information needed
● Access the needed information effectively and efficiently
● Evaluate information and its sources critically
● Incorporate selected information into one’s knowledge base
● Use information effectively to accomplish a specific purpose
● Understand the economic, legal, and social issues surrounding the use of 

information, and access and use information ethically and legally



Importance for this program in libraries

Information overload and an increase in accessibility of information

Spike in public awareness for information literacy and critical thinking when it 
comes to accessing information online

● People  are looking for ways to develop these skills
● Need to instill these skills in youth starting this early in childhood 

development



Importance for this program in libraries

Primarily situated in education

● Lends itself to the library context

 



Wartenberg’s Model

According to Wartenberg (2012):

“we don’t actually teach them anything but only get them to discuss their own 
ideas in a carefully regulated manner. “



Guidelines for Wartenberg’s style of program

Community of Inquirers

● Have to build participant self-esteem and comfort 
● All participants have an equal voice
● Cooperation to advance knowledge

Topics need to be meaningful for participants 



Role of the Program Facilitator
Does not need to be an expert in philosophy or philosophical inquiry

● does not mean that they don’t have to plan the program or discussion

Is a discussion regulator and is tasked with:
● tracking what each participant is saying and their stance on the question
● make connections between ideas of different speakers
● If there is a lull in the conversation, they point out subtleties of points and 

positions



Role of the Program Facilitator

Goals of the regulator:

● assisting children in developing and articulating their own views
● emphasizing students as learners, not merely as receptacles for information
● encouraging, guiding, and otherwise facilitating the learning process
● recognizing that learning is achieved through everyone’s contribution

Keep participant responses brief 

Have to be aware of their own stance on topics and personal biases
● Not let them impact discussion or influence interpretation of participants’ 

views



Rules for Philosophical Discussion

1. Answer the Question being asked by stating your position
2. Figure out if you agree or disagree with what has been said
3. Present an example of an abstract idea being discussed
4. Present a counter-example to a claim that is being discussed
5. Revise your claim in light of criticism
6. Support your claim by providing reasons



Components of Philosophical Questions
They are:

1.  Contestable
● There are multiple possible answers to the question.

2. Controversial 
● Those discussing the question disagree on which possible answer is correct

3. Central
● The question is one which matters to us and our lives

4.  Answerable 
● There seems to be a most reasonable thing to believe and the community of 

inquiry can agree on what is most reasonable to believe



Skill Development

Ability to develop a stance and defend it

● Literacy and text comprehension
● Idea and word smithing (careful evaluation and choice of the vocabulary 

used in discussion)
● Understanding and respecting other perspectives and opinions



Skill Development

Identify fallacies

● Listening to others

“Listening is an activity that obviously goes beyond mere hearing. To 
listen...is a permanent attitude on the part of the subject who is 
listening, of being open to the word of the other, to the gesture of the 
other, to the differences of the other.” (Freire, 1998)

● Constructive feedback and critique



Dragons and Giants

















Rules for Philosophical Discussion

1. Answer the Question being asked by stating your position
2. Figure out if you agree or disagree with what has been said
3. Present an example of an abstract idea being discussed
4. Present a counter-example to a claim that is being discussed
5. Revise your claim in light of criticism
6. Support your claim by providing reasons



Resources

Gaut, B. & Gaut, M. (2012). Philosophy for young children: A practical guide. 
Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge.

https://www.teachingchildrenphilosophy.org/

http://www.plato-philosophy.org/teachertoolkit/

http://depts.washington.edu/nwcenter/resources/lesson-plans/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tk_B32HtnWg



More Resources

Free Discussion Plans for Over 200 Children’s Books

https://www.teachingchildrenphilosophy.org/BookModule/BookModule

Philosophy for Children Alberta

http://p4c.ualberta.ca/

Curriculum Matching Resource (P4CA)

http://p4c.ualberta.ca/ (click ‘resources’ and then ‘Alberta Education Curriculum 
Matching Guides’)



Stories on my Mind website

https://storiesonmymindblog.wordpress.com/
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